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Harmony Ink and Thinner Dispenser
The tabletop Harmony Ink Dispenser is a compact and
nd
reliable system for streamlining the colormatching process.
ss.
No more messy cans and dried ink particles – just pour the
he
ink into the canisters for easy mixing and storage!
The hermetically sealable, solvent resistant canisters hold up
to 1.5 liters of ink or thinner. The 12 canister model can
an
conveniently accommodate a twelve color mixing system
em
and facilitate mixing of PMS colors. The 16 canister model
del
allows adding a combination of thinners or opaque colors.
The Harmony Dispenser has two graduated pumps, one for
coarse control over the ink and the other for fine control,
which allows dispensing at 0.1 gram accuracy. The easily
removable nozzles are designed to minimize dripping.
Self-sealing wiper pads prevent nozzle clogging and drying.
With the automatic mixing feature, you can set mixing to one
to two minutes, which helps to keep the ink at the correct
viscosity. The turntable has positive lock and rotates in either
direction to save time and effort. Heavy duty digital scale
(+/- 0.1 gram) is included.
Eliminate guesswork and mess from your ink equation,
only mix what you want!

STANDARD LIMITS
12 and 16 canister units available

POWER REQUIREMENTS & DIMENSIONS
Voltage (60Hz)…………………......120V
Typical Dimensions (D x H)………..30”x 23” (12 canister unit)

STANDARD FEATURES
1.5 liter solvent resistant one-piece molded canisters
Coarse and Fine adjustment over ink flow
Positive locking turntable

……......37”x 23” (16 canister unit)
Approximate Weight (lbs) net/crated…………………60/75lbs
Crate Size (L x W x H)………..34”x 34” x 28” (12 canister unit)
….........42” x 42” x 28” (16 canister unit)

Motorized ink mixing - all canisters at the same time
L, W, H, D – Length, width, height, diameter

Self-sealing nozzles with drip control
Digital scale (+/- 0.1 gram)
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